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I am angry with all of you!

You are all childisch dictators & murderers.

Every one of you can stop war today, by only talking about legal obligations stemming from  the

Torture-treaty

... and implementing these obligations.

.

But you all refuse to do so, because the only thing you really want is to terrorize & kill people.

Earth is being controlled by low-intelligent insane monsters who take great pleasure in destroying

generations to come..

and burning down the soil they need to residence on.

Iran

When you don't want to be attacked by Israel, the only thing you need to do is explain on your

government website

and in the media 'that you know that there is aan ICC-lawcase against NL, hidden for the rest of

the world'.

And, because of the fact ICC is a racial, partial & corrupt courtsystem....there is also an

ICC-lawcase

against Medvedev, Putin, Obama, Clinton, Wilders and many others...for the fact that they

want ICC to be a

Lobby- & Assasiantioncentre in the hands of politicians. 

Cases started because nobody wants to implement the Torture-treaty.

All wars come down to the fact that ICC lies about everything and that Nato, EU, UN, BRICS

want to stay above the law.

What are you going to do?

Have Earth damaged with nuclear-polution....and have billions of euro's waisted...

simply because you are too childisch to  live like civilized intelligent human beings?
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Earth is better of when you all leave politics.

Desiree

www.desireestokkel.nl

when you don't want to receive my email inform me on d.e.stokkel@online.nl
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